Clear Channel San Francisco Expands Talk Radio Commitment

November 28, 2011, San Francisco, CA – With a goal of expanding talk radio in San Francisco, President and Market Manager J.D. Freeman announced a number of changes to take effect January 3, 2012 across several Clear Channel radio stations.

“San Francisco’s Talk 910 KKSF” will debut in 2012, anchored by the successful Morning Drive team of Armstrong and Getty and will launch a new line-up of on-air talent, including the Bay Area’s only live and local Afternoon Drive talk show. “San Francisco’s Talk 910 KKSF” will feature a wide variety of topics and opinions, taking a sharp, poignant and sometimes hilarious approach to covering local and national politics, money and social issues, technology, trends, pop culture, and entertainment. A national search for an Afternoon Drive host is underway.

Fox News Radio and the KNEW call letters will move to 960AM with a line-up lead by Glenn Beck live from 6 – 9am and Fox’s John Gibson in Afternoon Drive. In the spirit of Fox’s “fair and balanced” approach, current Progressive Talk host Randi Rhodes will join the line-up weekdays from Noon – 3pm, and well known Fox Liberal contributor Alan Colmes will host evenings.

Formerly “Green 960” Progressive Talk Radio will have a new FM home on 103.7 HD2. It will also continue to stream content online (new URL to be announced). The on-air line up at FM Progressive Talk 103.7-2 HD will include Green 960’s top personalities, as well as some new voices.

Clear Channel San Francisco Director of Operations Don Parker remarked, “San Francisco has a long heritage of great Talk programming and talent. We saw the opportunity to expand our footprint in this crucial arena as we head into an election year and a population increasingly engaged in local, state, and national events and activism. ‘San Francisco’s Talk 910 KKSF’ will provide a forum for lively debate from a variety of perspectives, anchored by our successful morning team of Armstrong & Getty and more live, local focus in Afternoon Drive.”

Programming Line Ups for each station effective January 3, 2012:

San Francisco’s Talk 910 KKSF (910 AM)
6-10am The Armstrong & Getty Show
10am-Noon The Clark Howard Show
Noon-3pm The Tom Sullivan Show
3-6pm The Bay Area’s Only Live and Local Afternoon Drive Talk Show
Fox News Radio (960 AM)
6-9am    Glenn Beck
9am-Noon  Dave Ramsey
Noon-3pm  Randi Rhodes
3-6pm    John Gibson

FM Progressive Talk (103.7-2 HD and online)
6-9am    Stephanie Miller
9am – Noon Thom Hartmann
Noon-3pm  Randi Rhodes
3-6pm    Norman Goldman

For media inquiries and more information, please contact the following;
Val Klein, 415-356-5545 or valklein@clearchannel.com.

About Clear Channel Radio San Francisco
Clear Channel San Francisco operates KIOI-FM, KISQ-FM, KKGN-AM, KKSF-FM, KMEL-FM, KNEW-AM and KYLD-FM.

About Clear Channel Communications, Inc.
Clear Channel Communications, Inc. and its parent company, CC Media Holdings (OTCBB: CCMO), is headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, is a global leader in the out-of home advertising industry with radio and television stations, outdoor displays, and entertainment venues in 65 countries around the world.

Certain statements in this release constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Visit our website at www.clearchannel.com.
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